Canada at this time. We regret we cannot ship orders outside the United States and products cannot be shipped outside the U.S.A. We regret we are shipped.
delivery. Please supply a street address for delivery. APO, FPO, DPO
the order form. Allow 6 - 9 business days from receipt of order for
We use major carriers and the U.S. Postal Service to ship most orders.
if your purchase does not meet your expectations we will promptly exchange it or
Our goal is for you to be thrilled with your purchase. If your purchase
The Shop PBS Guarantee

To expedite processing, enter customer no. / catalog code from back cover

To convert your check into an electronic debit (ACH) to be processed according to Federal Reserve rules.

Closed Captions (CC) are enabled through the television. Closed Captioning is shown in white on a black background, while Subtitles (SDH) are controlled via DVD player and dialogue. Subtitles (SDH) are shown in white on a black background, while Captioning is shown in white on a black background, while

Many of our DVDs are closed captioned or subtitled. The notation “CC” or “SDH” will appear in the copy of every title that is closed captioned or subtitled.

The notation “CC” or “SDH” will appear in the copy of every title that is closed captioned or subtitled. (SDH subtitle includes audio description in addition to spoken dialogue. Subtitles (SDH) are controlled via DVD player and Closed Captions (CC) are enabled through the television, Closed Captioning is shown in white on a black background, while Subtitling is formatted as text with contrasting outlines.)